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Chapter 1531 

At this moment, the whole world was swept by the news of Prince William’s death. 

Protests broke out in Adrune. 

Hundreds of thousands of people were protesting. 

Soon, protests broke out everywhere including Bayview. 

Hundreds of thousands of people were on the streets, carrying flags and banners. 

Everyone was asking for an explanation on Prince William’s death! 

They were questioning Erudia: Why did you kill Prince William? 

They also wanted Erudia to give them a clear answer and hand over the murderer! 

Things were getting worse. 

The world was protesting against Erudia. 

Everyone was seeking justice for Prince William’s death. 

Countries and organizations all over the world were criticizing Erudia, demanding an explanation. 

Things had evolved into a situation where the whole world was against Erudia. 

Even though Erudia was powerful as they had the Crown King and the Nine Lords, Prince William’s death 

had ignited everyone’s anger. 

After all, they had the right of way. 

hours had passed but 

didn’t give 

Meanwhile in North Hampton. 

Lance looked grouchy. 

was filled 

were slapped by 

remembered what Levi had warned before 

it is too late 

He was overconfident. 

plane early, he allowed them 

led to the following 



to stop 

But he wasn’t vigilant. 

it hasn’t been long since you took up the position, and this had happened. What’s wrong 

Lance went silent. 

what 

could fight or kill, but he was clueless when it came to dealing 

was training the Nine Lords, he had plans to guide them on this 

matters, but not nine reckless men 

obviously, the nine of 

Zarain’s royal family, who was also Prince William’s 

William was 

to do everything he could in his power to 

this moment, he was on the 

with Erudia to avenge 

negotiators to come up with the 

Chapter 1532 

“You…” stammering, Zoey looked at Lance in horror. 

She assumed that Lance came to find faults with Levi. 

“Get lost! Stop bothering me again,” Levi bellowed. 

Pursing his lips, Lance shot Zoey a look fraught with emotion. 

“Are you out of your mind, Levi? How could you ask him to leave?” Zoey stared at Levi in disbelief. 

Whatever it is, Levi is only an ordinary man whereas Lance is one of the Nine Lords. 

“It’s okay. I’ll beat him should he appear again,” Levi scorned. 

Zoey shook her head helplessly. 

He hasn’t changed a bit. 

Meanwhile, there were several cruise ships spotted in South Hampton, with the biggest one ferrying 

William II, The Avengers, Kuro Dragon, and the others. 

“Our prince can’t die in vain. We must demand vengeance for him,” Kuro Dragon tried fanning the 

flames of the controversy. 



The rest of the men also chimed in, “That’s right! All those who were involved must die!” 

along with their 

remarks, William 

may sound like a 

powerful king who had countless of incredible talents serving him, he could 

overbearing influence, Erudia was 

he had just lost his 

had concluded that Erudia 

we must strive for more benefits. I suggest we demand Erudia to hand over the 

one. “That’s a tricky situation! First, there’s no guarantee that Erudia will hand over the Crown King. 

our best and 

reached a 

negotiating team arrived 

greetings and then went their 

Lance was about to take his leave, Kuro 

his guard up as he stared 

declared Kuro 

Lance asked 

entire world knows that you are the one who 

“I…” 
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Chapter 1533 

“Hang on a minute. Why should I trust you? You’re certainly not William II, so what decision can you 

make?” Lance was dubious. 

With a skin-deep smile on his face, Kuro Dragon prompted, “Do you have any other option?” 

“I…” Lance faltered. 

“Don’t you want to know who am I? I’m the leader of The Avengers.” 

What? 

Lance shuddered when he heard that revelation. 



His threatening influence is only second to Northern Demon. 

“By the way, I was the one who killed Prince William.” 

Lance was on the verge of losing his mind when Kuro Dragon revealed the answer. 

He’s the culprit who put the blame on me! 

“Don’t get too work up. There’s nothing you can do about it! Even if you killed me, your effort is futile. 

“I’m not interested in the Great Family of Westford. Rather, my main target is Erudia.” Kuro Dragon 

chuckled. 

kill you?” Lance asked 

a childhood sweetheart named Lily Wembley, who’s now residing in…” 

what Kuro Dragon said 

or counterattack if I knew what their plans were, but I won’t know what they’re scheming. Moreover, 

it’s the wrath of William II and Zarain that we’re 

acquiesced in Kuro 

you desire 

eyes flickered as he was 

the Crown King. It’s as simple as ABC, right? It’s not like I’m asking you to do 

Crown King lived for one more day, 

he 

“Um…” Lance hesitated. 

easy task, he 

this a bargain, tell me the answer and your loved ones will 

“How are you going to guarantee 

whipped out his phone and played a video, showing 

finally dawned on Lance that his 

wrapped around their 

still need my guarantee now? Answer my question and I’ll release 

gritting teeth, Lance spat out a reply unwillingly, “I’ll tell 

Garrison is the 

receiving the revelation, Kuro Dragon’s heart skipped a 



Chapter 1534 

“What?” William II asked, completely baffled. 

“There’s a proverb in Erudia which says, one can’t take in something new without destroying the old. I’m 

quite certain that Levi has gained a new strength from destruction. 

“It’s crystal clear to us that Levi would be either dead or handicapped after going through a series of 

massive battles. Yet, he didn’t. As a matter of fact, he became stronger, to the extent that he has killed 

the Northern Demon. 

“Do you remember that he was pretty much 

incapacitated when he was sent behind bars? Somehow, he was transferred away secretly. If I’m not 

mistaken, it was the Reversero technique that has transformed him.” 

Black Phoenix nodded while listening to the review. “That’s probably it! In the world of martial arts in 

Erudia, there’s actually this technique called Reversero.” 

Smirking, Kuro Dragon explained, “Levi came from a humble family and has got nothing to do with the 

hidden forces. The only possibility was his experience in jail. Something must have happened then which 

enabled him to receive the power of Reversero.” 

William II tried to check his understanding. “Thus, what you’re saying is that he will only become 

stronger if we don’t get to finish him off once and for all?” 

“Precisely the point! We’ll go with this direction during the negotiation. Since we can’t kill the Crown 

King, let’s create more destructive Crown Kings,” Kuro Dragon concluded. 

William II immediately understood his intention. “That means we must make sure that Erudia hands 

over Levi’s technique book?” 

we can develop more 

a brief moment, William II was over the moon, and set 

“Alright, let’s do that.” 

that precious technique book. All of Zarain will 

though, we can’t kill Lance and the Great Family of Westford,” Kuro Dragon 

not? They are the ones who killed 

he wanted to uphold the promise made to Lance, but 

Erudia knows that the identity 

target Lance, Levi will never be 

good use 

his justification, William II agreed to go with 



morning 

brought up the main topic right 

is dead and I demand an atonement. Otherwise, I want every single soul in 

we shall 

out 

Chapter 1535 

“Huh?” 

Everyone in the negotiating team was stunned. 

Why does William II ask for the Crown King’s technique book all of a sudden? What’s so great about 

that? 

They had no clue at all. 

Even Lance was a little taken aback. 

What’s that for? 

“We need to discuss this and apply to the relevant personnel.” 

The negotiating team was no in position to make a decision about that unusual request. 

“If that’s the case, let’s go to war! I’ll go all out to fight Erudia. Watch me!” William II barked. 

“Please remain calm. We accept two of the conditions you’ve laid out,” the negotiating team pacified 

William II in order to quell his anger. 

It’s just some technique that isn’t comparable to other more precious and important things, isn’t it? 

behold, the negotiating team said 

three hours to fulfill my requests, or else 

team relayed the demands of William II 

his 

Crown King’s technique book?” The Dragonites 

about the Crown King’s technique?” That was something that the Dragonites had never inquired 

Levi was super powerful, but they had not once wondered how he achieved that exceptional strength 

that 

to take interest in Levi’s amazing 

do? William II 



and get Levi to hand over his technique book. First and foremost, we need to placate William II. Next, go 

find out what’s Levi’s 

Hampton, Levi had just sent 

members of the negotiating team had 

Lance did not 

guys doing here?” Levi shot a glance 

order from the top level of the Dragonites that you are required to hand over 

I’ve said this repeatedly that I’m just an ordinary 

we can’t, for Erudia is at stake. We’re in a crisis right now due to the death of Prince William in 

They only wanted me to hand over my technique book?” 

Chapter 1536 

The negotiation team was stunned by Levi’s rapid-fire questions. 

Erudia, as of that moment, would not lose to anyone with the Crown King and the Nine Lords protecting 

it! 

Hence, there shouldn’t be anything to fear! 

They didn’t need to bow to others’ requests! 

However, in reality, that wasn’t the case. 

“You do know Prince William die in Erudia, right?” Levi raised his eyebrow. “They have evidence that 

we’re the ones who killed him. The whole world is going against us. Right now, we’re in a 

disadvantageous position; so we have to fulfill their terms and conditions!” the negotiation team 

explained. 

Levi grinned and questioned, “Are you saying our men really killed him?” 

Everyone remained silent. 

is no different from silently admitting that we’re the ones who did it! Then, the whole world 

It wasn’t just them. 

off by Lance 

learned much, he was 

did investigate, but we couldn’t find…” The 

Why are you afraid of him? If he wants to take revenge and start a war, then we’ll fight with him! 

There’s nothing to be afraid of with me around! Can you guys stop being such wimps? Just tell the whole 

world that we didn’t do it in confidence! We’ll find out the truth, so send that William II back home! If 

he doesn’t want to go back, 



guts and confidence had already waned? How 

you hand over your technique book. If you refuse, neither us nor 

sneered, “You want me to give you my technique book just to please William II? I can live with that, but I 

darkened. “We don’t 

fact that you’re sending ten 

“Relax! We’ll take 

Chapter 1537 

“This is bad! If William II is enraged, it’ll be a catastrophe!” 

“Levi is just an ordinary man now! Why does he still need his technique?” 

“Yeah! He’s too selfish!” 

The negotiation team relayed Levi’s attitude to the Dragonites. 

The Dragonites couldn’t do anything as they were familiar with Levi’s temper and attitude. 

The team pressed Levi too hard, and their plan backfired. 

In the end, the negotiation team told William II everything and hoped he could change his term. 

“This term cannot be changed! Otherwise, I want the whole of Erudia to accompany my son to his grave! 

Come up with a plan yourself to either give me the Crown King’s head or his technique book! I’ve 

already gathered thousands of mercenaries and assassins that are ready to make a move!” 

Due to William II’s threat, the negotiation team and Lance once again arrived at Levi’s place. 

Lance felt guilty. 

drag on, Levi 

better option to persuade Levi to hand over his 

beat you up every time you showed your face here?” Levi felt 

over your technique book and solve this 

my technique 

He was adamant. 

me, Master. You don’t need to give them your most powerful one. Just give them a random one to buy 

us 

out! Don’t force 

how many lives you can save by doing this?” Lance refused 

Lance a slap so hard that it sent him 



so scared 

hand over my technique book?” Levi felt something was 

has revealed my 

on. This must be Kuro Dragon’s plan. He’s incredibly cunning, so it won’t be difficult for him to play 

Lance like a fiddle. Not only 

his heart sunk. If The Avengers knows my true identity, then it means they have gotten hold of my 

weakness! There’s no reason for them to not make a move. Asking me 

Chapter 1538 

Levi had arranged a bunch of skillful bodyguards for Forlevia. 

However, if The Avengers was gunning for him, capturing her was a piece of cake, unless he was 

personally protecting her. 

However, he was occupied by Lance and the negotiation team. 

It was almost too easy for them to kidnap Forlevia. 

Levi immediately contacted her bodyguards, but they didn’t even know she was already kidnapped. 

It was obvious how powerful the enemy was to be able to kidnap someone without anyone noticing. 

At the same time, Zoey almost fainted when she learned about Forlevia’s kidnapping. 

She quickly rushed back to the Lopez family and told everyone the news. 

She thought about the Great Family of Westford instead of Levi since he was now a normal person. 

And the influence of a normal person couldn’t be compared to the power of the Great Family of 

Westford. 

They would have a better idea of what to do. 

“What? Evie’s been kidnapped?” The Lopez family was shocked. 

the others 

like Levi, they loved 

news, they started to 

can kidnap Evie under such strict protection, 

and ears all over North Hampton, not to mention powerful fighters as 

personally picked by Cora to 

even they didn’t detect 

enough to shock Cora and the 



to 

hubbub in the 

Family of Westford had started to move after 

save Evie 

it was Kuro Dragon pulling the strings, there was no way those fighters from the 

it would only alert The 

be better if he went in 

instantly looked at 

you alone?” The crowd stared at him 

era has long passed! As powerful as you were, I doubt you can 

Levi was stronger than the 

still have the 

Zoey didn’t 

Chapter 1539 

“Go away, Levi! There’s nothing you can do with your current power!” 

“The kidnapping of Evie was targeted toward the Great Family of Westford!” 

“It must be something related to Lance. Don’t act like everything is about you, Levi.” 

In the end, he was chased out of the Lopez residence. 

Levi was fine with it. So what if there’s a couple of hiccups? I’ll still save Evie, regardless. As for her 

kidnappers, I’ll make them regret ever being born. 

“I’ll make sure you pay dearly for kidnapping my daughter, The Avengers!” Levi shouted to the sky. 

In that instant, he released an explosive bloodlust that silent everything around him and lowered the 

temperature of the area. 

Everyone who was in the vicinity had goosebumps. 

“West! Activate The Calamity again! Help me find Evie by any means necessary!” 

Even though he was no longer the Crown King, he still had The Calamity. 

After all, even the Dragonites didn’t know about The Calamity, except for that one person. 

of Westford started looking 

at the Lopez residence right 



“What happened?” he asked. 

It’s definitely him! There’s no way he won’t make a move after learning Master’s identity! So this is 

shiver ran 

you please save my daughter, Lance?” Zoey 

The people who kidnapped Evie are really 

Evie will be 

to 

was 

worry! I’ll save Evie,” 

in order to make up for his 

Thank you so much!” Zoey hugged him and expressed her 

became very anxious after hearing 

save 

was much more reliable 

kidnap Evie!” Lance then moved out 

On the other end. 

Chapter 1540 

2-3 minutes 

 

“Any news about Levi?” Kuro Dragon asked. 

“Nothing for now!” Black Phoenix shook her head. “However, Lance is searching for you!” 

Kuro Dragon smirked. “He took his sweet time. Well, it’s too late for him to do that now! I’m only 

interested in Levi! Lance doesn’t deserve my attention! I wonder who long it would take for Levi to find 

his precious daughter. Be prepared for his arrival!” 

His grin grew wider. Everything happens according to plan. Even for Levi, it’ll take quite some time 

before he can find this place. By the time he arrives, our preparations to kill him will be completed. I 

wonder what kind of expression he’ll have when he found out this place is booby-trapped. 

The entire base was planted with dozens of tons of explosives. 

Kuro Dragon planned to destroy everything and everyone inside the building, including his own men, 

when Levi arrived. 



Not only that, he had also prepared a bunch of biochemical weapons. 

Once the explosive goes off, poison would rush out from its containers, leaving no chance for Levi to 

survive. 

After all, Kuro Dragon knew Levi had a powerful technique that allowed him to not only survive the 

explosion, but would also make him even stronger afterwards. 

For that reason, Kuro Dragon had to make sure his trap was flawless. 

“Get ready! Levi is coming soon!” he urged. 

though he was personally overseeing the plan, he didn’t expect 

men started to set booby-traps in 

had already 

was watching Kuro Dragon and Black Phoenix talking 

of time by stalling 

Dragon nodded. “We’ll use Levi’s child to force him to hand over his technique 

Everyone nodded. 

the only way we can kill him!” 

what was going on 

were caused by 

Levi who kept thwarting 

how strong he 

strength was as 

not be able to 

we have that in control. He’ll definitely do 

child? Where did she go?” He suddenly realized Forlevia was 

realized that Forlevia 

she?” Everyone started to 

guards started 

she just vanish into thin air?” Kuro Dragon was 

 


